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Profile: BMW R 1200 RS
Striking a middle ground between racing prowess and cruising
comfort

The BMW R 1200 RS is a sport-tour bike designed for traveling long distances at high speeds. It
offers the classic BMW combination of advanced technologies and sheer grunt that competes with
bikes belonging to a higher power segment.

Drivetrain

The BMW R 1200 RS makes use
of an air- and liquid-cooled,
1,170-cc, four-stroke flat twin
engine rated at 125 horsepower
and 92 lb-ft of torque. Two riding
modes are provided on the base
model to control the way power is
delivered, with two more available
with the Ride Modes Pro upgrade.
The latter also comes with an
advanced version of the standard
anti-lock braking system (ABS) that
works with the Automatic Stability
Control system to help preserve
stability and safety under braking
and in corners. Although the R
1200 RS is technically classified as
a sport-tour bike, you can expect a
heavy emphasis on its sporty side.

Chassis

Delivering a comfortable blend of stability and agility is the BMW R 1200 RS’s target. To achieve this,
the chassis has a light frame with a low center of gravity and a superbike-inspired steering head. The
suspension is top-rate as well, boasting the right amount of resistance and travel to make the bike feel
responsive but not harsh in just about all road conditions. Advanced BMW tech is available here as
well in the form of Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment), which reads the
aforementioned road conditions and automatically adjusts the suspension on the fly, with two damping
presets available for even more fine-tuning.

Design

Though the BMW R 1200 RS boasts impressive handling dynamics and offers considerable
performance, it nonetheless remains a sport-tour bike, and the latter part of that description means
having to make some concession in the name of comfortable long-distance riding. That’s why the
windshield is more protective than what you would see on a sport bike, and the seating position
appears more upright and relaxed, though there is still room to lean forward into a sportier stance. The
aesthetic design of the bike also blends sportiness and elegance, giving it a graceful but distinctive
allure while on the move. More importantly, the accessories catalog contains just about any
equipment you could possibly wish to take along on a tour.



Some bikes are made for racing and others for cruising. The BMW R 1200 RS strikes a middle ground
between the two, ensuring maximum riding thrill and enjoyment wherever and however far you go.
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Profile: BMW R nineT Racer
A café racer with a need for speed

Among BMW Motorrad’s lineup of three dozen different motorcycles is the brand’s Heritage collection
of bikes, led by the renowned and revered R nineT. Among its several variations, like the Pure and
the Scrambler, is the stripped-down Racer that debuted in 2017. This classically inspired café racer
trims any excess found on the original R nineT while streamlining performance and handling. 

Styling cues

Bearing a livery inspired by BMW
Motorsport heritage, the 2018 R
nineT Racer sports a striking
appearance accentuated by sleekly
shaped half fairing panels,
elongated proportions and overall
slim silhouette. The riding position
becomes more aggressive due to
the bike’s low bars and higher,
farther-back footrests.    

Engine specs

Powering the 2018 R nineT Racer
is the same engine found in its
parent, the R nineT: a 1,170cc
air-/oil-cooled four-stroke flat twin
balance shaft engine with four
valves per cylinder, double
overhead camshaft and wet sump
lubrication. This 485-pound unit
can reach 110 horsepower and 86 lb-ft of torque at 6,000 rpm. With its single dry plate, hydraulically
operated clutch and 720-W three-phase alternator, the R nineT easily exceeds speeds of 120 mph.

Notable differences

Fans of the original R nineT will notice that the Racer version bears a handful of changes throughout
its body, such as the cast aluminum wire-spoke wheels, larger catalytic converter, new exhaust
system, a steel tank and conventional 43mm forks. The forged, anodized aluminum fork bridges and
rear sets of the R nineT Racer are also notable, differentiating it from its inspiration.

Apart from its looks, one of the biggest selling points of the BMW R nineT Racer is its customization
potential. Buyers can add options such as Automatic Stability Control, seating for two riders and a
variety of HP parts (a sports silencer, adjustable steering damper, carbon belt cover and more).

If you’re looking for a peppy motorcycle with a retro yet contemporary flair, check out the BMW R
nineT Racer.
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”Someday Ride”: When You Finally Take that Dream
Trip 
BMW short film celebrates the freedom of the open road

With jobs to hold down, bills to pay and social obligations to fulfill, it’s undeniably difficult to get away
from everyday life and set out on that adventure you’ve fantasized about taking “someday.” However,
making the effort to embark on your dream trip can lead to rewarding experiences and lasting
memories — as a brother and sister find out in “The Someday Ride,” a recent short film from BMW
Motorrad USA and the ad agency M&C Saatchi LA.

 “We wanted to tell people that getting out on that adventure you may have dreamt about is easier
than you might think,” said Ron Tapia, M&C Saatchi LA creative director. “The film was an exciting
opportunity to speak to both legacy
and new motorcyclists by taking
them along for the ride.” 

“The Someday Ride” opens early
one morning as a young man
wakes up and prepares for a trip.
“You better be ready,” his sister
mischievously prods in a voicemail.
As the man pulls out of the garage
on his BMW motorcycle, she rides
up to meet him on her own BMW
— and they’re off on the trip of a
lifetime.

The siblings’ trip covers nearly 400
miles in four days. It’s an
awe-inspiring route through
southern and central California’s
curving roads, gorgeous mountain
views and rugged deserts.

At first the brother is a bit distracted, checking his smartphone for messages from his life back home.
His sister steers his focus back to their adventure, grabbing his device and telling him, “We said no
phones!”

The brother discovers the joy of embracing the moment as he and his sister camp by a tranquil lake,
shoot pool at a roadside bar, play one-on-one basketball and race their BMWs across the desert. By
the end of the film, he’s seen reflexively reaching for his phone — and then turning it off and tossing it
to the side as he anticipates another exciting day of roadtripping with his sister. “Your Someday Starts
Today,” reads the text on the screen as the siblings zoom down a two-lane highway into a mountain
sunrise.

“One of our overarching objectives right now is to inspire a new era of riders,” says Michael Peyton,
vice president of Motorrad – Americas. “And while we’ve got the products and financing programs for
them, it’s equally important that we’re speaking their language. ‘The Someday Ride” was the perfect
answer to that challenge.”
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Prepare Your Motorcycle for Spring
Tips for getting your two-wheeler in top shape for sunny drives

For motorcyclists, it’s the most wonderful time of the year: spring. After surviving some late-season
freezes, you’re ready to get that bike back on the road and immerse yourself in the beauty and
sunshine of spring.

Before you take your two-wheeler on the open road, however, you need to ensure that the cycle is
ready to roll. Seasonal preparation is essential to ensure your vehicle runs well and lasts for years to
come, and spring is the ideal time for a full check-up. According to Bike Bandit, these are the essential
steps to preparing your bike for spring.

Clean the body

If your motorcycle has gotten grimy
or dusty while in storage, or if you
didn’t clean it before storing it for
winter, take time to remove any dirt
with a thorough wash. Then give it
an extra coat of protection against
future muck and debris with a wax
and polish.

During this time, dust up the engine
and electrical components, too,
making sure everything is greased.

Flush and replace fluids

Your bike depends on having clean
engine oil, brake fluid and coolant,
so check the levels of each of these
liquids and flush out the old, grimy
stuff with fresh solutions if
necessary. Spring is an opportune time to change the oil filter if you didn’t before winter, and to keep
the bike cooled during the heat of spring you should ensure your bike uses a high-quality coolant.

Check the battery

You don’t want to be out on a road trip this spring and encounter a dead motorcycle battery. Prevent
this scenario by testing the battery and hooking it up to a charger to juice it up. The type of charger
you will need depends on the type of battery your bike has.

The importance of fuel

Obviously fuel is crucial to your motorcycle, but it can also cause problems with your bike if not
properly cared for. The fuel left in the gas tank while the cycle was in storage has probably already
begun evaporating or breaking down, so either drain the fuel and refill the tank or add a stabilizer to fix
the situation.

If your bike seems to be running rough or if there’s anything in the service manual that you have
questions about, talk to a technician about your motorcycle to make sure it’s working properly for



spring.
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